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ABOUT ARTNETDLR
The Artist Network (ArtNetdlr) was established

artists from every discipline and from every

and facilitated by Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown

corner of Dun Laoghaire - Rathdown. We provide

County Council’s Arts Office in May 2012. In late

an annual professional development programme

2013 the Arts Office expressed its wish to see the

with talks, workshops, events, exhibitions

network develop independently but with their

and networking opportunities. We have also

continued support. A group of artists handled

instigated a ground breaking collaborative

this transition and rebranded the network as

initiative between different art forms.

ArtNetdlr.

We are a facilitation and communication group,

ArtNetdlr is run by a voluntary committee

supporting the creative and artistic community

working with the support of the Arts Office of

throughout

Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council.

ArtNetdlr is open to all professional artists who

Over the last seven years ArtNetdlr has continued

were born in, live in, work in, or have studied in

to evolve and grow, with a current membership

the Dun laoghaire- Rathdown catchment area.

of two hundred and fifty registered professional

Dun

Laoghaire

-

Rathdown.

ARTNETDLR EXHIBITIONS
AND EVENTS
ArtNetdlr has established a very strong brand and created a successful and informative online presence
which we continue to expand. The website hosts our Online Gallery; the Gallery is in it’s second year
and currently has a submission call out for it’s fifth exhibition, Transition. All exhibitions are curated
and selected by professional working artists, and can be viewed on the website’s archive.
The website also provides an Artists Platform for any member who would like to be featured on it.
The website advertises all our events and also acts as an archive of past events.

www.artnetdlr.ie

ARTNETDLR BIENNALE
COLLABORATIVE PROJECT
AND EXHIBITION
PROGRAMME

The collaborative projects have been ArtNetdlr’s biggest achievement to date. In 2015, in response to
a suggestion made at a coffee dock session, a ground- breaking collaborative initiative was instigated
between different art forms. The first project was launched in 2016. The collaborative projects are about
openness not exclusivity, change not inertia, experiment not perfection, disagreement not compliance.
It is also about bringing Artnetdlr to the attention of both the public and other artists while showcasing
the creativity in Dun Laoghaire Rathdown.

2016: The Interaction Collaborative Project
The Interaction Project was an exciting and unusual Art Exhibition which brought together thirty
four artists from different disciplines who collaborated together to create a new work. It was held
in Eblana House, Eblana Avenue, Dun Laoghaire. Individual artists were paired together randomly
to begin with, e.g. a poet with a sculptor or a painter with a ceramicist etc. By stimulating ideas and
practices beyond individual artists’ traditional approaches, this Interaction Project led to the creation
of innovative new artworks. There were seventeen installations in total and three judges collectively
selected one pair of collaborating artists for an award. The judges were impressed with the standard of
the work exhibited and the exhibition was a great success. The public response was overwhelmingly
positive and particular comment was made on the thought provoking nature of the work.

Poster - Main Image –‘Crosscurrent’ by Myra Jago and Aíne Teahan

Alison Hackett and Sheila Naughton – Hinterland

Winners of the Interaction Project Award – Out with the Tide’ by Louise
Gambrill and Shane Cusack

Shabnam Vasisht, Joyce Duffy and Ashleigh Downey – Hinterland

2018: The Hinterland Collaborative Project
The Hinterland project was the second collaborative project and was also held in Eblana House in May
2019. Over fifty artists worked collaboratively for eighteen months. Over five hundred people attended
the opening night and over one thousand people attended the exhibition over the ten day period of
the exhibition. There was also an overwhelmingly positive response from the public. An independent
panel of judges selected the winning projects for first, second and third prizes. The work was widely
acclaimed.

2020- 2021: The Metamorphosis Collaborative Project
The third collaborative project is in progress at present. It started in July 2020 and hopefully will culminate
in an exhibition in May or June of 2021, depending on Covid 19 restrictions. The collaborative projects
are growing with each new one, with over seventy artists from different disciplines participating in
Metamorphosis. The artists are working together using Zoom and other media solutions. At a time
when artistic venues are all closed and many people are struggling, the ArtNetdlr Collaborative
Project has been a highlight. The project facilitator for Metamorphosis is Darina Meagher.

Riding The Franchises – Paula O’Riordan & Lenore Collins – Oil on Panels – Hinterland Exhibition

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
PROGRAMME
UNDERTAKEN BY
ARTNETDLR
As detailed above ArtNetdlr was established and facilitated by Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown County
Council’s Arts Office in May 2012 and has subsequently emerged as a voluntary group controlling its
own activities. A basic listing of the work the network has carried out is detailed below:

Artists Talks and Workshops that have been held by
ArtNetdlr to date
2014 -2016
•

DLR Writer in Residence

Colm Keegan

•

Show & Tell

(In collaboration with VAI)

•

Writing an Artist’s Statement

Kerry Mc Call

•

Documenting Your Work using Photography

Tim Durham

•

Mock Proposal Submission Panel

(In collaboration with VAI)

•

Culture’s Role in Society

Kerry Mc Call

•

Lecture from Sinead Hogan

IADT

•

Artist Finances & Funding

Penelope Kenny

•

Japanese Woodblock Printing

Kate Mac Donagh

•

Investigating the Intersection between Art & Architecture

Blaithin Quinn

•

Historian and Storyteller

Jean Ryan

•

Defining the Self, Defining Yourself – Who are you?

Ian Oliver CFCP

•

DLR Writer in Residence

Selina Guinness

•

Web and Social Media Strategies for Artists

Amy Fox

•

Arts Council

Sheila Pratschke

•

Per Cent for Public Art: dlr lexicon Stain Glass Window

Katherine Lamb

•

Telling your Stories, Making your Stories

Ian Oliver CFCP

•

Using Artwork with Narrative

Jean Ryan

•

Mock Selection Panel for Proposals

Aideen Barry

Artist’s Talks
2017:

Aoife Tunney, Aideen Barry, Charles Tyrell, Cyril Byrne

2018:

Patrick Graham, Donald Teskey, Charles Harper

2019:

Eithne Jordan, Martin Gale , Brian Bourke

2020:

Una Sealy, Gary Coyle, Cian Mc Loughlin

Workshops 2017-2020
• Writing about your work
		

Colin Martin
Head of School in the RHA

•

Webinar on digital marketing for Artists

Emma Dwyer

•

Writing about your artwork

Sue Rainsford

•

Japanese Woodblock Printing

Kate Mac Donagh

•

Social Media Workshop

Sandra Schoene

•

Photographing your Work

Tim Durham

•

Documenting your Work using Photography

Tim Durham

•

Creative Proposal Workshop

Annette Moloney

•

Printing Workshop

Aoife Dwyer & Ann Kavanagh

•

Turkish Iznik Design Workshop

Ida Mitrani

•

Notebook Keeping

Louise Neiland

We have also held :
•

Monthly Coffee Dock meetings

•

Let’s Talk Art evenings

•

Poetry and Musical Recital evenings

Drawing Sessions during Covid 19 Lockdown
These sessions were held weekly on zoom during the Covid 19 lockdown from March to June 2020. They
were facilitated by artist, Darina Meagher. They were so popular that requests have been received from
members for it to resume.
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PROPOSAL FOR ARTISTS’
STUDIOS AND GALLERY AT
THE GRAINSTORE
The Grainstore is a beautiful Grade 1 listed

individual artist form the core of this document

building situated in the heart of Cabinteely Park,

and particular emphasis is placed on the physical

this building lends itself perfectly to providing an

infrastructural

inclusive arts facility comprised of professional

Rathdown’s arts community.

working artists studios, an experimental project
driven gallery and exhibition space. There is
overwhelming support from the membership to
have a Gallery at the Grainstore. The needs of the

needs

of

Dun

Laoghaire-

ArtNetdlr strives to give professional working
artists access to the kind of supports that are
essential to the creative process and that are in
line with resources available in other counties.

Survey of our Membership
The Board and Committee of ArtNet dlr have considered this proposal to establish a Gallery and Artists
studios at the grainstore as a great opportunity for us to develop new possibilities for our members. We
have consulted with our membership in the form of a survey. The survey results have been interesting for
us. At present the majority of respondants highlight the lack of Galleries and exhibiton spaces as the most
important difficulties facing professional artists in the Dun Laoghaire - Rathdown area.
If we are successful with our proposal for the Grainstore we will look for some sponsorship for the project.
We would like to develop our ideas and have an experimental space for professional artists to work on their
projects.
We will apply for grants from the various agencies that might be available in order to employ a part time
administrator for the project. We will be investigating the new government proposed wages for artists and
art workers.
ArtNetdlr is now a registered company and have applied for recognition as a Not for Profit/Charity Status
organisation. We have been expanding our activities year on year and believe that this proposal to establish
a Gallery and Artists Studios at the grainstore is a very positive step for our organisation, Artnetdlr. We have
consulted with our members in the form of a survey on these issues and have received full support for this
proposal.

Survey Results
•

98% of respondants are in favour of this proposal

•

74% of resdpondants would attend Talks, Events etc. at this location

•

57% of respondants would rent the Gallery for a group exhibition

•

54% of respondants would rent the Gallery for a solo exhibition

•

26% of respondants would rent a studio at this location

•

33% of respondants would rent space to hold workshops/events

AIMS
•

To create a Professional Arts Space catering for professional practicing Artists.

•

To create 6 artists’ studios which would be affordable and available on an application basis for 12 month
periods, renewable by application. Selection committee to decide on criteria for awarding studios.

•

To create a Gallery space open to members and non-members through an open submission process. A
selection committee comprised of working artists will meet to view submissions every six months to
grant exhibitions.

•

To engage directly with the public and develop a new audience by having constantly changing free
exhibitions and events.

•

To provide an accessible, thriving and exciting arts venue for all residents of of Dun Laoghaire Rathdown.

•

To provide a flexible workshop/studio area both of which will facilitate engagement with the local
community.

•

To provide opportunities for graduate, emerging and established artists to engage a local audience
outside of the context of a commercial gallery space.

•

An administrative base from which to organise meetings, make proposals and engage with as broad a
range as possible of artists.

•

To provide a social space where artists of all disciplines can meet informally to discuss ideas and develop
collaborative projects.

•

To create a recognisable arts resource where touring programmes from theatre, music, visual arts and
other disciplines can be welcomed and can be allowed to develop and show work.

•

A venue to support practising artists with accessible facilities to exhibit, present and share artistic
excellence as part of an integrated approach to artistic development in the county

•

To investigate the needs of artists and audiences in terms of supports and programmes that allow for the
creation of work in an atmosphere that is conducive to excellence, productivity and public engagement.

•

To be an inclusive hub which has facilities and flexible spaces to support professional artists of all
disciplines, eg. short term large scale projects, rehearsal studio space, exhibitions, readings etc

•

To make a significant contribution to the local community and economy through a programme of public
events; Exhibitions, Arts Masterclasses, Workshops, Poetry Readings, Arts Lectures and other Cultural
Events.

•

The location of the Grainstore in the heart of Cabinteely Park provides the potential for interactive
engagements with the park and nature. This important dialogue could be developed through en-plein
air sessions/festivals, nature walks and interventions.

•

To support and sustain the wealth of notable artists and art that Dun Laoghaire - Rathdown contributes
to the country on a national and international stage.

•

To give artists a viable outlet to promote their work and generate income from their practice.

This space will be utilised as a creative centre for the artists of Dun Laoghaire Rathdown. It would have a Gallery
and Artists’ Studios . It would also provide a facility for artists and the public to meet, have dialogue and have
access to a facility that would support professional development, networking and public interaction.

PROPOSED EVENTS AT THE
GRAINSTORE

Gallery at the Grainstore
•

We plan to rent out the Gallery for twenty exhibitions annually to both members and non
members through an open submission process. Each exhibition will be for a two week period.
A selection committee comprised of working artists will meet to view submissions every six
months to grant exhibitions will meet every six months to decide on future exhibitions

•

There will be two Members Exhibtions -Spring and Christmas (with submission fee)

•

A Weekend Christmas Art Market/Fair with Table/Spaces rented individually in the Gallery
Space with the potential to expand the market into the courtyard (with permission from the
Park)

•

Free public entry to all exhibitions

•

Monthly Members Coffee Dock

•

Reception Area with Administration space and drop-in facility for members

•

Possible retail potential to sell limited edition prints and cards

Studio Space
•

ArtNetdlr will facilitate six studios for professional working artists

•

Open plan workspace area

•

Spaces available to rent for Workshops and Talks

Summary
The Board and Committee of ArtNetdlr have considered this proposal to establish a Gallery and
Artists’ Studios at the Grainstore in Cabinteely Park as a great opportunity for us to develop new
possibilities for our members. We have conducted a survey and found the results very positive. At
present the majority of respondants have highlighted the lack of Gallery and Exhibition Spaces
as the most important difficulty facing professional working artists in the Dun Laoghaire –
Rathdown area,
If we are successful with this proposal for the Grainstore we plan to look for sponsorship and
apply for grants that might be available from various agencies to employ a part-time administrator
for this project. ArtNetdlr is now a registered company and have applied for recognition as a
Charity/Not For Profit organisation. We believe that this proposal is a positive step for ArtNetdlr
and the of Dun Laoghaire Rathdown community generally.

The small cottage in the courtyard
We would be very interested in having the two offices in the small cottage in the courtyard. at the
entrance to the courtyard included in the rental license . This would offer the potential of having
an office for an administrator and an extra studio for an artist to rent, or it would alternatively
offer us the space to accommodate two extra artists.
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EXPERIENCE OF
MANAGEMENT
OF A PUBLIC
BUILDING
The members of the committee have considerable
experience in the management of Public Buildings
as outlined below in brief. They also have access to
professional advice from
Joe Kennedy, Architect , Smith + Kennedy Architects
Martin Lohan, Structural Engineer, Lohan and Donnelly
Engineers

Roisin Hogan
Roisin Hogan has many years experience
of being responsible for managing and
maintaining public buildings.
Principal of Dun Laoghaire College of Art
and Design (DLCAD) 1992-1997)
Director of Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art
Design and Technology (IADT) (1997- 2001)
Director of the Firestation Artists’ Studios
(FSAS) -2003
Chairman of the Board of Firestation Artists’
Studios (FSAS) ( 2004 – Present
Paula O’ Riordan
Paula O’ Riordan has many years experience
as a primary national school principal of
Catherine Mc Auley N.S.. This position
included responsibility for managing and
maintaining the school building including
budgeting and responsibility for numerous
extension and building projects.
Ann Mulchrone
Ann Mulcrone is a town planner and
Principle of Reid Associates with over forty
years professional experience. Ann has
worked with Bord Pleanala and has consulted
on some of the major development projects
in the country.
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FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
ArtNetdlr propose to finance the Grainstore

by Dun Laoghaire- Rathdown County Council

proposal by renting the Gallery and Artists’

for their

Studios to professional working artists. Please

Shopping Centre. They both charge €250 a week

refer to our Proposal and our Aims for the

plus insurance.

Gallery and Studios above.

Pop- Up shop in Dun Laoghaire

We propose to rent six studios to professional

We have based the rental of the Gallery on the

working artists at a rent of €50 a week and to

rates charged by The Signal Arts Centre in Bray,

charge €250 plus insurance a week for the Gallery.

Co. Wicklow and also the similar rates charged

Projected Income (per annum)
Six studios @ €50 a week = €300 a week
Gallery for 40 weeks a year@ €250 a week

		

€15,600

		

€10,000

Members Annual Exhibitions Submission Fees			

€3,000

Rental from events (e.g. Art Markets and Fairs)

€5,000

Rental for workshops

€1,500

							
TOTAL INCOME 		 				€35,100

Projected Costs (per annum)
Rent for 12 months @ €780 a month

€9,360

Arts Office bills for last year

€6,000

Insurance

€2,000

Extra heating/ Electricity

€2,000

Ancillary costs Building

€1,500

Artists fee for exhibition selection/openings			

€3,900

TOTAL COSTS 						€24,760
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ARTNETDLR
COMMITTEES
ArtNetdlr Committee
Paula O’ Riordan - Chairperson
Darina Meagher
Roisin Hogan
Martyna Starskaite - Administrator
Alison Kay - Treasurer
Patrick Molloy

ArtNetdlr
Board of Directors

Patrick Molloy - Company Secretary
Paula O’ Riordan
Deirdre Kearney
Ann Mulcrone
Roisin Hogan

Gallery Committee
Darina Meagher

Paula O’ Riordan
Jackie Ball
Ann Kavanagh
Kate Mac Donagh
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BIOGRAPHIES
PAULA O’RIORDAN
Education: B.A, University College Dublin.
Post Graduate Certificate in Education, University of Wales, Cardiff, Post Graduate
Certificate in Special Education, St. Patrick’s College, Drumcondra.
I have taught in London, Berlin and Dublin. I have 40 years teaching experience as a
primary national schoolteacher and Principal teacher. Six years teaching children of the
Traveller Community including two years as principal of St. Thomas’s, Booterstown Co.
Dublin and thirty years at Catherine Mc Auley N.S., Baggot St. D.2, including twelve years
as school Principal. Catherine Mc Auley N.S. is a school for children with Dyslexia. As
part of my work, I have taken part in many artistic, scientific and cultural educational
projects including the introduction of science as a subject in the primary curriculum and
Fis Project (Film making in school).

ANN MULCRONE
BSC(Surv) DipEE MPhil (UDRP) MIPI
Ann Mulcrone, Principal of Reid Associates, is a town planner, artist, strategic thinker,
problem solver and facilitator. She has over 40 years professional experience. She worked
with Bord Pleanala before she took over Reid Associates Planning Consultancy in 1998.
Since then Ann has consulted on some of the most successful and major development
projects in the country. Ann Mulcrone has extensive experience and leadership skills
in orchestrating large-scale projects through the planning process. A key area of Ann’s
expertise is the facilitation, and direction and achievement of cohesive results in multidisciplinary teams, consultation with stakeholders and negotiation. Her experience in
urban design public participation in planning and the environment is reflected in her art
practice. She is an advisor to Subset Street Art Collective.

DEIRDRE KEARNEY
Deirdre Kearney is a visual artist living and working in Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Deirdre has a Bachelor of Civil Law degree from University College Dublin and qualified
as a solicitor. Maintaining her artistic practice in tandem with her career in law Deirdre has
taken part in many group shows as well as holding five solo exhibitions to date. Deirdre
was awarded two residencies, one under the states NAPD scheme for disadvantaged
schools (2010-2011) and another in Mount Anville Secondary School Dublin (20122015). Deirdre graduated with a Masters, Art in the Contemporary World from the
National College of Art and Design, Dublin in 2015.

ROISIN HOGAN
Roisin Hogan was Director of the Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design and Technology
from 1997 – 2001, prior to which she was Principal of Dun Laoghaire College of Art and
Design. Prior to 1992 she was Head of Design/Communications in the College.
From 1962 -1970 she was Chief Visualizer and Animator in Fischerkoesen Film Studios
in Dublin and Gunther Wulff Studios in Bray.
Worked as a freelance designer/artist/illustrator for Agencies, RTE, Gills Publishing etc.
Design and Art lecturer in IADT in 1971.
Designed and introduced the courses in Design/Communications, Film/TV, Animation,
Radio, Model Making, Make-Up to IADT IN 1970/1980’s.
Chair of the Fire Station Artist’s Studios, Dublin since 2006. Prior to that was Acting
Director.

PATRICK MOLLOY
Artist – Designer – Educator
Patrick is a Design in Industry Graduate of NCAD and in 2006 took an MA, Digital
Media in Education at the University of Limerick.
With extensive experience in Design for TV, exhibitions, film and events, Patrick formerly
acted as Senior Designer for RTE TV, Director of In One Promotional Designers, Head
of Dept. Film & Media and Senior Lecturer at IADT. Dun Laoghaire, Mentor ‘Creative
Process’ at Uversity. 2019-2020 Council member Institute of Designers in Ireland
Patrick is a member of:The Institute of Designers in Ireland, MIDI, The Irish Society of
Stage and Screen Designers ISSSD, Visual Arts Ireland and is founding chair and member
of the Artist Network Dun Laoghaire - Rathdown. Patrick lives and works in Blackrock.

ALISON KAY
Alison Kay was born in Dublin in 1953. She studied at Dun Laoghaire College of Art and
Design (DLIADT) from 1971-1974. After college, she worked in Fergus O’Farrell’s craft
workshop for two years. She set up her own ceramic studio in Sandycove in 1977 where
she worked for 6 years. She taught Ceramics adult education classes with the VEC in Dun
Laoghaire from 1990-2000. In 2002, she set up a studio in Shankill, Co. Dublin where she
works full time as a Ceramic Artist.
Kay has exhibited both nationally and internationally. She has been an invited artist at
the RHA annual exhibition and a regular exhibitor. She showed at the Irish Pavilion
in Shanghai in 2010. She was selected to show at Ceramics Art London in 2013. Her
work is in many private and public collections including the National Museum of Ireland,
the OPW, the Consulate General of Shanghai and Dun Laoghaire/Rathdown County
Council. She won the Ceramics Ireland Peter Brennan Pioneering Award in 2012 and the
Royal Ulster Academy Perpetual Silver Medal.

DARINA MEAGHER
Darina Meagher has an Honours degree in Design and an MA in Visual Communication,
from the National College of Art and Design in Dublin, Meagher spent many years
working in the area of design and visual communication. A deep interest in the handmade has led her to contemporary painting.
Awarded a BA (Hons.) in Visual Arts Practice at the Institute of Art, Design and
Technology, Dun Laoghaire in 2011, she completed a Masters in Fine Art Painting at the
NCAD, Dublin in 2014.
Winner of the Peter O’Kane Solo Exhibition award at the RDS Student Awards 2011,
Meagher also completed a three month studio residency at the RHA, in 2015. Recently,
Meagher was presented with a residency at Arthouse, Stradbally, this was awarded at the
Dunamaise Arts Centre Annual Open Submissions Exhibition in November 2016. Her
recent exhibition, July 2019, ‘Lost images of the Narcirema’ a tongue in cheek look at
how we presents truths was held in the Dunamaise Arts Centre where it received very
favourable reviews, it then moved to Cafe@RuaRed at the RuaRed Gallery in Tallaght.
Throughout her career as a graphic designer and educator Meagher has always been
interested in the idea of collaboration and artists working together. For this reason she
became involved in the Artnetdlr where she has been a committee member for the past five
years. Committed to collaboration she responded to the pandemic by hosting ‘Drawing
Together while Staying Apart’ and is currently organising more than 70 participants in
the upcoming Collaborative Project ‘Metamorphosis’.
Meagher has been creative director on many projects and will be available to help run and
supervise the Grainstore if the ArtnetDlr application is successful.

ANN KAVANAGH
Ann Kavanagh is visual artist originally from Kilkenny, now living in Dublin. She
graduated from Dun Laoghaire IADT in 2004 receiving an honours degree in Fine Art.
Ann works across the mediums of photography and printmaking and is a board and
studio member of the Black Church Print Studio. Ann has done residencies at other print
studios namely Crown Point Press, San Francisco, Druckstella Printmaking Studio, Berlin
and Mi-Lab at Lake Kawaguchi Japan, presently exhibits at the Graphic Print Gallery,
Temple Bar, Dublin.

JACKIE BALL
Jackie Ball is a sculptor living and working in Dun Laoghaire. She received her degree in
visual communications from DIT and subsequently ran her own Design Consultancy
for twelve years before pursuing a full time career as a visual artist. From 2000-2009
Jackie worked with primary school children on visual art and sculptural residencies both
independently and as part of the Artist in Schools Scheme and Creators in the Classroom
run by the dlr Arts Office. From 2006-2008 Jackie was a member of the Artists Panel,
an initiative set up by the Arts office as part of the Artists in Schools Scheme. In 2003
Jackie set up’Be Crafty@ art classes for primary school children in the Harold School,
Glasthule. These were very popular and the summer camps continued until 2013. Jackie
began a sculpture residency with the dlr Parks department in 2011, which culminated
in 2015 with ‘A Fish out of Water’ , a large scale public sculpture sited in Kilboggit Park,
Cabinteely. This self initiated project was grant aided by the dlr Arts Office.
Sculpture in Context is the largest sculpture exhibition in Ireland, and is held annually
in the Botanic Gardens in Glasnevin. Jackie was the recipient of a Sculpture in Context
Award for her piece ‘Clip Art’ in the Botanic Gardens in 2010. Three years later Jackie
was invited to join the organising committee where she now holds the position of
Chairperson and Exhibition Co-ordinator. In addition to the annual show, Jackie has
organised and curated a further two exhibitions ‘Sculpture in Context at Four Seasons’ in
2013 and ‘Sculpture in Context at Oldenbridge’ in 2017. In 2016 Jackie was chairperson
of the organising committee for Artnetdlr’s Interaction Collaborative Project. Jackie also
curated this exhibition. In 2019 Jackie was invited back to curate ArtNetdlr’s second
collaborative project, the Hinterland Project.
In December 2018, Jackie successfully transformed a disused retail unit in Dun Laoghaire
into a pop up gallery exhibiting her own and eleven other artists’ work. ‘Created’ was
very well received and sales of work were a freflection of its success. ‘Created’ continued
trading until the end of January 2019. Working primarily with clay, steel and concrete
Jackie creates unique and individual pieces of art. She exhibits regularly and works to
private commissions. Her work is held in private and public collections in Ireland, the
UK, Italy, Germany, the USA and New Zealand.

KATE MAC DONAGH
Kate Mac Donagh is an abstract artist whose work explores dualities of light and dark,
scale and ephemerality, stillness and movement, the spectral and the material. Since
spending time in Japan throughout the last six years, Kate’s primary focus is on waterbased woodcut (Mokuhanga) and water colour painting. From carving wood blocks to
making prints, the carvings have taken on a new dimension becoming sculptural objects
in themselves.
A Sligo born artist, Kate is currently living and working in Dublin. She studied at The
Limerick School of Art and Design, Bellas Artes, Madrid, Bob Blackburn Printmaking
Studio, New York and the MOKUHANGA Innovation Laboratory, Fujikawaguchiko,
Japan, and is a member of The Graphic Studio, Dublin.
Her residences include the MOKUHANGA Innovation Laboratory, Lake Kawaguchi
(JPN), Cill Rialaig Artists’ Retreat, Kerry, (IRL), the Colony of Painters, Islake (SVN), and
the CARA RESIDENCY AWARD at The Model, Sligo (IRL). She is currently the 2020
Arts & Health artist-in-residence in a care setting at St. James’ Hospital, Dublin (IRL),
supported by Creative Ireland.
Mac Donagh’s work is held in Public collections in Ireland including the Office of Public
Works, Dun Laoghaire Rathdown County Council, FÁS and the Tipperary County
Museum, and private collections in Slovenia, Spain, USA and Japan. She has exhibited
nationally and internationally, including London Original Print Fair, (UK) 2020, OUR
COLOURS, DLR Lexicon Municipal Gallery, Dun Laoghaire (IRL) 2020, ECHOES,
Maria Simmonds-Gooding & Kate MacDonagh at Graphic Studio Gallery, Dublin (IRL)
2019, LIGHT/SHADE, CfSHE Gallery, MI-Lab, Tokyo, (JPN) 2019, and a Solo Exhibition
at the The Model, Sligo (IRL) 2019.
Her work can currently be seen in the KANREKI exhibition of Mokuhanga prints by
members of the Graphic Studio Dublin and invited artists at The Model Sligo which she
curated.
Kate Mac Donagh is a Director on the Board of The Graphic Studio, North Circular Road,
Dublin 1.
www.katemacdonagh.com

MARTYNA STARZINSKAITE
Martyna Starzinskaite is a University College Dublin graduate, with BA in English and
Art History, MA degree in Cultural Policy and Arts Management, and a strong personal
interest for visual arts, writing, and digital humanities, exploring the theoretical and
practical links between culture, audiences, and technology. She has experience in arts
administration and marketing, event organising, and digital communications.
Her latest projects include Erasmus studies with MuSA Museum Sector Alliance in
Digital Communication and Media/Multimedia in 2018-19, International Poetry festival
‘Poetry Spring’ organising committee 2018-19, Audi International Film festival 2017, Irish
Museum of Modern Art, working closely with the Head of Audiences and Development,
and the marketing, press and development teams in 2016; Digital Repository of Ireland,
Royal Irish Academy, working with the Inspiring Ireland 1916 digital project team in
2016. Martyna is involved in ArtNetdlr since 2017, committed to develop its visibility and
impact to community, individuals, and the arts.

LENORE COLLINS
BFA Graphic Design
Lenore Collins is an American graphic designer, painter, photographer and professional
background actor living in Dun Laoghaire for the last 23 years. She graduated from Rhode
Island School of Design in 1985 with a bachelors degree in Graphic Design. She has won
the Irish Times Advertising Award for her graphics work.
Since she was a small child she always went to art classes and even taught figure drawing
to some of her fellow high school peers. Colour and its various relationships are her main
focus and she is primarily a realist painter although she has been exploring and producing
abstract art for the last 2 years as well.
She has been in many group shows, the RHA Annual Show, several Dublin Painting and
Sketching shows and the ‘Arrival” Biennial Show in the Lexicon. Her paintings hang in
many homes in the area and in the US. Lenore received a commission from the Dun
Laoghaire Rathdown Co. Council to do a painting and 22 art prints of it for the Tidy
Towns Awards in 2018.
She also teaches painting to any level or age to students in her home studio.
www.lenorecollinsart.com
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